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CHAPTER-I 
INTRODUCTION 
rnAPip;R - 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Urdu is an Indian language which till the end of the 
lath century was known as 'Hindustani'. Urdu continued to 
grow a& a powvsrful language o"f the mass>eH.„ The periodicals 
a n d j o u r n a 1 s p u b 1 i B h e d i n U r d u b e f o r e .19 4 7 were 1 a r g e s t i n 
number and variety of contents. It holds a vast quantum of 
information. It still continues to be the official language 
of Jammu and Kashmir and the second state language of Bihar 
and U.P. Being the spoken language of a linguistic community 
spread all o\'Br the Indo-Pak subcontinent as well as being 
the mother-tongue of millions now living in Australia, 
Europe, America arid the Middle-East it has a global 
following. So there is a need of an efficient computer for 
d i s p 1 a y o f U r d u . 
The Urdu script shares basic features with two major 
global scripts i.e. Arabic and Persian. This has 
implications not only for de?VG'loping the Urdu computer,, 
which will become facilitated on account of the developments 
in Arabic and f-'ersian c.omputt^rs but also in its 
applications,, as it v-iill be relevant to the further 
development of Arabic and Persi.an computers- Efforts arc? on 
to devise Urdu computer and a headway has already been made 
in this- directiori ( 11 . 
The need for further work on Urdu diBplay is thus 
obvious. The problems related to Urdu display emanate from 
the fact that commercially available displays are primarily 
mean t f or En g lis hi and o t he !'• 1 an guag es w i t hi Roman i o t a , VM h i c hi 
is different from Urdu script, and are thus not of much help 
in the task of developing computer display of Urdu. 
THE SCRIPT 
Urdu is V'jritten from right to left like other major 
languages such as Arabic and Persian, e>:cept. in the case of 
numerals which are read from left to right (Table 1.1)This 
way of writing is opjposite to Roman and Devnagri scripts. 
Urdu script has 3S symbols(l) which arB of two types : 
(a) Connectors (26 in numberi - which are joined with the 
preceding as w£-?ll as following letters. 
(b) Non connectors (9 in number)- which arG joined only to 
the preceding letter (Table 1,2), 
The connectors have foui vcir :i.i.^ii L forms (see Table 1,3) 
[i] Begin [ii"J Centre [iii'j L-jid and [iv'J Alone (used after 
a non connector at the end of a word). 
The non-connectors have only two forms viz 
(i) Initial Independent or after a non connector e.g. 
and 
(ii) Medial-final after a connector within or at the 
end of a word e.g. /j 
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T h e r e mrfi^ some p e c u ' l i a r i t i e s t : ha t c a n be s e e n i n 
11-1 e U r • d u B C r i p t . 
B ai.i.T, .laarn, lufcem, wauu,, ne., i ic (1) The characters. alif, iaarn, me em, waoo,, he., ham;: a,, 
chhoti ye and 
stand alone in that they do not be-long to any group. 
(2) OUhers can be clubbed into certain groups, each group 
having a distinctive basic shape as shown in fable 1.4 
(3) There ar'G one, two and so/netimes throso:; variants for 
representicig eacli letter e-g cliai'ac: ter ( ^—' ) 
has three varients as ( ' ^  Vi ' ^ < —' ) . in actual 
writing these variants tfiat three variants are more 
Dpera ti ve than the basic 1 e11e|-s -
Various Approaches for the display of perso—Arabic script:-
Different approaches have been adopted for the display 
of Perso-Arabic script, some of them are? described fiere. 
(1) DOTHMatrix Alpharjumieric Display System: — 
Ahmed and Beg (3) have used standard 5 >; 7 dot mati>i 
for- A r a b i. c a 1 p h a n u ni e r i c s.. 11 a c c o n\ fii o d a t e s 2 9 A r a b i c: 
characters, 10 numerals and 25 selected symbols. Column 
at a time character generation method is used and the 
capacity of the RDI'I required is 2240 bits. Display of 
each character is completed in five steps. Since only 
one form of each letter is displayed, this ;j s useful 
only for half character display. 
Niraniafri (.4) .M 1 so used S>;7 dot inatrx;! and 
g e f I e r a t e d b o t. |-i f u I I a ri cJ h alt c h a r a c t e r- s „ !•-! e t"i a B 
suggested font-sbarinq system which reduces the si::;:e of 
the ROM considerably,, only 12B0 bits of meniory is 
required- An additional circuitry is required for this 
system which increase the cost. This increase cost must 
be taken into account hjefore deciding upon the font-
s^haring system. Also the shape of the character 
d i s p 1 a y e d a r e n i;:i t c. u r v e d „ 
(2) Bar Matrix Alphanusneric CRT Display : -
Ahmad and Beg (5) suggested three possible 
layouts J each using tne linear segments and four dots 
for the display of Arabic alphanumeric characters. This 
format is applicable for CRT as well as LED and LCD 
displays. Though the code converter for i4-element (10--
segment & 4 dots) bar matrix is simple & less e>;penBive 
compared to the code converter used for 5;;7 dot matri;;,, 
the shape of the characters arv.' not very clear.. 
(3) 16— Segment display ;;-
Beg &. Far zinnia used (6) commercially avaible 16-
segment LED/LCD display modules along with a deciinal 
point and a colon, a total of IS-elements for the? 
display of persian alphanumerics. The code converter is 
there for much simpler than that for a 5;;7 dot matrix 
display. The ROM capacity is 1152 (64;;ia) bits,. However 
characters generated are not only non-curved in shape 
but arB confusing too. 
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Display devices for soote other languages r. 
A lot of ¥}ork is being done to develop the diBplay of 
othe?r languages whose scripts are different from the Latin 
Script. Different approaches used by different workers for 
different languages are discussed here. 
(1) Bar 0)atri>! approach for Hindi s- Ahmad and Beg (7) 
designed a 32-elenient format which can display all the 
Hindi letters (along with the matras) and numerals. 
Tiie code converter uses two ROMs,, one with 6 bit input 
and 22 bit output (for driving 22 elements used for 
letters and numerals) and the otiier with 4-bit input 
and iO-bit output (for driving the 10 elements provided 
for matras and other modifiers). The? capacity of the? 
<£) 
first RDM reguired is (2 >i 22) 1408 bits S; that of 
4 
second is (2 ;-i 10) 160 bits. 
(2) Segmented Chinese NuHieric Displays-
A nine segment display for Chinese viumerics has 
been proposed by lau (Q) for which FJCD to nine segment 
d ec odc-r / d r i ve r i s used „ 
(3) Segmented display for Burmese Numerals :-
An eicjht-segment (9) and seven segment (10) 
display have been prcjpcjsed. A BCD to eight segment 
decodG-/r/driver is designed for esight seqme?nt display. 
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(4) A Multilingual character display: 
A microproceBsof based display sysLerii capable at 
generating and displayinq the characters of any one of 
the four languages English, Hindi Tamil and Maiayalum -
as selected by the ij!;:-er, has been developed by 
subramariiam (11) in which a 12>;12 dot matri;-; display is 
used. The characters of the languages like Maiaya1 am, 
Tamil aru;:l Hindi arc:- curved in rK:iture and true for MIS of 
representation of these characters could be made with 
dot matri;-: dispel ays of larger density. Moreover, these 
languages use compound letters by making an e>;tension 
with the bas-ic letters in one form or the other 
required to fonn different words. 
There mre 22-dot matrix display units used in this 
system. Each display unit consists of 144 diode cells 
arranged in 12 rows and 12 columns each matri;; is with 
a latch to drive various diodes in the matri;;. The 
in forma tier"! to ttie latcfi is fed fi-om the EPF;DM bank 
assoc i.ated wi tli the /iiicroprocesscsr system . 
The micro-processor is supported tjy an EPROM for 
storing the monitor programme and a bank of EPF%OMs for 
producing the derive data needled for displaying various 
characters in the display matrix. 
Two programmable Interface Devices are also used 
with the system one for reading the code? generated by 
the depressed key and the other for placing a trigger 
10 
input to the latch of the selected display matrix. 
There is an addre&s decoder used to derive necessary 
chip select Bignals for various devices used in the 
systeffi-
T D pick up the thread of the main discussion 
again, i.e. the e>;istirig approaches for Urdu display 
and the need for furttier improvements^ it can be seen 
that the displays of alphanumeric characters of Persian 
and Arabic either use dot mat.ri>! or bar matri;; formats. 
The shapes of the characters displayed do not lack only 
in curvature but some times very confusing- Since 
digital computers and instruments are increasingly used 
by the common man and their possible futures application 
to print media is a pressing need, their read-outs 
should not only be clear but should be as close to the 
natural (handwritten) form as possible. 
In order to understand the real ctiallenge in 
devising the computer display of Urdu - it is required 
to briefly discuss the position of calligraphy in 
Islamic civilization and the peculiar character of the 
Wastaliq style of Arabic script in which Urdu is 
written. The Islamic civili::a.tiDn stands unique in 
according to calligraphy the status of the most 
important visual art with it. numerous applications 
r a n g i n g f r o m a r c h i. t e c t u r • e t o p o e t r y . A r £i b i. c c a 1 1 i g )•- a p h y 
which has become a high art of ri^ira.' beauty is based 
11 
upon " ei scientia v\ihic;:h poBEesBes e>;act laws cri itsi 
own — a precise vscience of geonietric forms and rythins" 
(12) . 
The high aesthetic standards of Arabic: call, ig rap hy 
demand that the representation of the lanquaqes written 
in Arabic script on the coiiiputer should be responsive 
to its art and science. If the traditional aesthetic 
criteria for Arabic calligrapihy is sacrificed for the 
sake of easy computer representation the exercise would 
n e i t f"I e r o ta j e- c t i v e 1 y b e deem e d a s u c c e s- s a s t ti e i- e a 1 
challenge is to represent a script as it actually is, 
nor would it be widely accepted by the linguistic body 
that refuses tc^  see its script only as a utilitarian 
tool but holds it to be the highest visual art. 
The essentidil beauty character and peculiarity of 
the Wastaliq style lies in its perfect circular or oval 
shape of letter. Therefore the test of success in the 
computer display of Urciu lies in retaining the 
traditional character of Nastaliq style, particularly 
the circularity of its lette:-rs. Considerable efforts 
has beesn made to achieve this aim but ultimate success 
is still not within sight, so any attempt at the 
computer display of Urdu has the minimum of keeping 
within the perimetfjrs of traditional nastaliq style and 
the ultimate objection to capture the full beauty of 
this most charminc} style of calligraphy. 
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The prBSBfit woek i.tBes a nev-j •riegiiiented apprcjacti for 
electronic diBplay of Urdu characters. It has 22 
curvilinear BegmentB and eight dots, a total of 30 
elements. It gives very natural handwritten shapes to 
the characters. This display format is suitable for CRT 
as well as LE^D/LCD display. 
CHAPTER-II 
DISPLAY DEVICES AND SYSTEMS 
CHAPTER II Mn 
DISPLAY DEVICES AND SYSTEMS 
Display system is an important, part of an instrument. 
It prese^nts the re Bull., in an eavr'i. ly ur(de:^ rst.ar"idable forni t.o 
users. In digital instruments results are displayed directly 
in form of digits. So ev€?n in case' of less skilled observersv 
Cihancisa raf otjwtsrvwliiwnwl wrrisirB am\i mini in i FPTJ , v-»iii»|:al wy 
systems are dassigned depending upon the devices to be used. 
Display devices used in digital instrumcents anB mainly of 
four types (i) Ni::;ie tubes (ii) Light emitting diodes (LEDs) 
( i. i i ) 1 i q u i d c r y s t a 1 cJ J. s p 1 a y s (L C D s ) ( i v ) C a t. h o d e P. a y t u b e s 
(CRT). 
Ni>;ie tube is based on glow discharge in cold cathode 
gas filled tube and is rarely used because of high failure 
rate and high fDOwer consumption. 
LEDs arei special type semiconductor PN junction which 
e?mit E^lpi-c tromagnetic radiations (in visible range) when 
operating in forward bias^. LEDs B.rG active devices and arc^ 
suitable for optical instrumentation and control 
applications. 
LCDs E\re passive devices and are popular in general 
purpose portable e^ nd hand held instruments because of their 
low power consumption. 
CHAPTER-II 
DISPLAY DEVICES AND SYSTEMS 
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CRT displays are used in computers and microprocesspr 
based i. nst rumen ts and now a days CAns of significant 
importance. 
Principle of operation of LEDs;--
Now a days many semiconductor materials arB available 
which can be used to realize PM junction qivinq 
electromagnetic radiations in the visible frequency range? 
when conducting in forward bias. A typical V--I 
characteristic (13) of LEDs is shov;n in Fig- 2»1. 
Display Sys-tems using LEDs: 
Various typiiiSB uf ch<ar«u:ter formats are in um.m for 
display using LEDs. Commonly employed character formats are 
(a) 3>!5 dot matrix (uses .1.5 LEDs) 
(b) Seven segment, display (uses seven LEDvs) 
(c) 5>!7 dot matri>! (uses 35 LEDs) 
(d) 16 segment display (uses 16 LEDs) 
as shown in fig. 2.2 
Some of these are designed for numeric displays and 
require less number of LEDSJ [e.g. format (a) and (b) J , where 
as others using more elements can be used for alphanumeric 
displays (.e.g. fcirmat (c) and (d ) ;] . All these formats are 
cc^mmercial ly available. Fcjr a character display, a 
particular. format is chc<cjsen and suitably selected elements 
arB activited to display the characte^r. 
f 
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Seven segment display:-
Seven segment cliBplays avB very popular and ars uE-ed 
moBtly in electronic instruments (13)- They are constructed 
uBing individual LEDs for each element (Fig,, 2.3). The 
character size in this case may be one or tv-jo cms and is 
suitable for viewing from a distance of few meters. For 
small seven segment, displays charactei'" si7:e (of few mm) may 
be magnified by piecing a lens on the top of the characters. 
Now a days these ar& realized using monolithic IC 
technology,, LEDs for a number of seven segiriEJnt displays can 
be fabricated on a siirigle substrate. The monolitliic displays 
Br(s of small sise, low cost and consume less power and thus 
are quite popular for hand held and portable instruments. 
There are two techniques for the display of numeric 
characters using seven segment display viz. D.C. drive 
technique and Multiplexed drive technique. In D.C. drive 
technique.' characters arG continuously illuminated. In 
Mul tip/le>;ed drive technique, the de-coder is time shared 
among the digits in display-
Dot Matrix Displays: -
Dot matri;-! displays are also popular in 
instrumentation. 5>:7 dot m-:itri>; displays can be used for-
al phanume^ric disfilay purposes (3). Using 6-bit code (e.g. fa-
bit ASCII code for 64 characters) all alphanumeric 
charaicters and other symbols- ca\n be displayed using 5;;7 dot 
matrix. If LEDs are uvsed as display elements, 35 LEDs an-; 
18 
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required in one matri;;,, A ROM of tj4>;35 --224 O bits 
climenBiDns can be used a^i a code converter for this purpose. 
Making a table of elements glowing for the display of 
various characters a ROM with :35 outputs can be designed, 
which gives selected outputs high (and othejrs lov-j) for a 
particular input. A simplified diagram can be as shown in 
Fig. 2.4. But the wiring in this case is complicatesd and this 
method of decoding/driving for LEDs- isi rarely used. Instead 
the? scheme shown in Fig, 2.5 (a) is popularly used 
accessing different dots for selective illumination to 
p r o V i. d e a d i s p 1 a y „ 
In this scheme, columri at a time character generation 
method has been used whe?re in seven dots (comprising one 
column) are accessed at a ti(rie(3). The resultant output code 
from the ROM consists of 7-bits and the display of each 
character is completed in five steps>. This method has simple 
wiring and involves no excessive demands vjhen a very large 
no- of dots are illuminated for a particular character. The 
Fig.2.5(ta) shows the dots (diodes). The selected dots/LED 
(for a p€irticular character) should be given high voltage at 
t he anod es w.r,t. their c a t hod s for g1ow. 
Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs):-
There are certain organic liquid which are of 
crystalline structure. A few of them are use:-d for display 
applications leading to liquid crystal Displays. 
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Crystalline structure of NLC (Nematit: Liquid Crystal) 
material is such that their crystal orientation changes with 
the application of an tslectric field. This changes in 
orientation chan(3es some: optical properties (e.g. refractive 
i n d e >: o r t h e a b i 1 i t y o f p o 1 a r i 2 a t i. o n ) o f N L.. C w hi i. c h can b e 
employed for display purpose- LCDs an^ thus passive devices 
which us€-:' either ambient light or- sonu:? other liq^ rl: source to 
pmrform vissual diapjlavi Far a liquid crystal to be suitable 
for.display applications it should be 
(i) Chemically stable over the teMiiperature? range (Oo 
70oC) to which the display devices may be exposed. Most 
of the WLCs are decoinposed by moisture, o>:ygen and 
dirt, "thus the material to be taken vshould be properly 
sealed and free from contamination to increase the life 
span of the device. 
(ii) the material must f;je in nemati.c phase over tfie temp. 
r a ri g e o f i n t. e r e B t. 
Operation of LCD: 
For display operation(14) a very thin layer (less than 
iOu thick) of nematic liquid iv; taken between two 
electrodes, at least one of which is transparent. A few 
volts applied across these electrodes produce sufficient 
electric field to pjreduce the electrcj-optic-effect required 
for the display. Basically two types of electro optic 
effects i;\re prociuced 
1) Dynamic scattering 2) polarization of light., 
DynaiBic Scattering: 
In it, the liquid molecules are able to scatter light 
under the influence of electric field. The liquid is 
transparent under une>;cited condition and effectively its 
refractive inde>; changes under the e;.-icited condition. tisxng 
this property two modes of operations can be realised: 
( a ) Refractive mcjrde erf. operation : --
If the back electrode is transparent the light from a 
source behind it will be visible only through the e>:c;) ted 
portion of NLC. In reverse process, the light through the 
excited portion of the liquid is not able to reach the 
viewer. 
( ^) Re^ f lee tive mode Df_ operation : -
If the back electrode is reflective the light reflected 
from it is used for display applications. A direct 
reflective mode is most comn.only used.. Iri ;j t viewer- gets 
maximum amount of light (reflected from the back electrode) 
when the NLC is une?>!cited. When the electric field is 
aipplied the amount of light received froiii the excite^d 
portion of the liquid is much reduced. Thus a good contrast 
ratio is achieved to realise the display. In indirect 
reflective mode the process is reversed- The viewer gets 
maximum amount of light reflected from the back electrode 
under the excited portion of NLC. 
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F i g . 2 . 7 : NLC o p e r a t e d i n TNM mode, 
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(2) Polarization of light: -
In this either the aliqned phases of liquid crystal are 
distorted by applying the electric field (Distortion of 
aligned phase techniques? ar DAP) or initially twisted phase 
of liquid crystal is aligned along the electric field 
a pp 1 3. ed (Twisted Neriia t x c. mode c:• r 1 Nl-l) ;; 
i "S ) p i s t o r t . i o n ojf ja.,l..iyi>.g:d .13.!lS si^-J-!.!5E .!l!.9jd.i:" 
The cryistals under the electrode are having their a>;eB 
perpendicular to the electric; field (distorted) hut those 
vjhich are not under the electrode arB. aligned in the 
direction of light FJq. 2.6. The? light polarized by the 
first polarizer passes unaffected through NLC v-ihere electric 
field is not present and is absorbed by the second 
polarizer. However, the? light passing through the NLC layer 
where electric field is present (and crystal axes are 
perpendicular to the direction of light) is further 
polarized by NLC layer- As a result the Ixyht coming out of 
this portion is e 1 1 .i|> I i.v;i:\ I I y pu.l,u x.-t.'d and A:> iu>t. .AI.'-OI LU.HI 
by ttie second polarizer. Ttu.5 is transmissive mode of 
operation. If the back electrode is having reflecting 
surface we can have reflective mode of operation., 
( b ) Twisted Nematic Mo£le j m : •-
The crystal orientation in the un e>:cited NLC is taken 
1..wisted I-  i g „ 2.7. As a y as^1111 t he jjo 1 ar i z ef:! 1 :i g h t p,=i-;:;.Binq 
through the un e;:cited portion of NLC layer will get its 
plane of vibration rotated by 90o„ This light will be 
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(ii) NLC material if operated under d»(::;. vcVltaqe is 
continuouBly s-ubjected to elec tro-niechanica 1 stress 
which reduces its lite span,. To avoid this LCDs should 
be operated by a.c. signal and the life tiine is 
increased by 10 li/Mes, 
(iii)Turn~ON and Turn-OFF times are quite large as compared 
to those for' displi::iy':; using L.EDs. TUri) (JN timt^ ' [.'•: Tew 
(iis and Turn-OFF- time is still more,. Therefore LCE>s are 
used preferably only for 7 segment displays. For other-
displays (e.g„ '•;o;7 dot matri;;), require rvq higfi speed of 
operation, LCDs are not very suitable. 
The display tecfirioloqy that has been getting the 
most press recently is the active matrix liquid crystal 
display (AMLCDs),, AMLI ;DS and pa'^'ri'yc: matric LCDs are the 
technologies; used by tf)e Flat. Panel. D^ iS;Jll..ays(15). AML.("Ds ai-e 
the most superior technology of tfiose cui'-rentiy available. 
Passive-Matrix liquid crystal display:-
Passive--matri>: displays modulate the field by rovjs of 
electrcjde strips in front and in back of the liquid crystal 
material„ Front strips are laid at right angles to those on 
the back and intersection represents a pixel. The field at 
any given pixel can thus be modulated by properly addressing 
the electrodes along the? strips. 
The biggest draw back to the passive matrix approach is 
due to the high degree of connection between pixels-
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electrodes strips connec!; each pi>;el to its neiq! ibor s. As a 
re&ult,, turning one pi vol (jM or IJFF can Boine t::)(iies do tlio 
same to c- rieighborirtq pi>',e'.l. if' they K^TB too closely spaced-
This limits the resolution of pas-sive matri>; devices,, 
Active Matrix Liquid Crystal display :--
Like the passive matrix liquid crystal display, the 
AMLCD is essentit-il ly an arrary of light valves- At each 
pixel, the light valve either transmits or blocks liqfit from 
a source behind the screen, depending on the formation of 
liquid crystal molEscules at the pi>;el-
The formation of tliese molecules depends, in l..urn , on 
the electrical field across the liquid crystal material. 
This allows cjne to modulate light transmi ttance by 
m D d u 1 a t i. n g t h e e 1 e c t r i c f i e 1 d . 
The stctive matri;-; devices employ electronics at each 
pixel site to address and drive the pixel more directly, 
reducing the likelihood that a pixel will be unintentionally 
turned DN or OFF- Tliis allows for tighter pixel spacing 
enhancing the resolution of the display. 
The switches for individual pixels can consists of 
combinations of transistors, varistor or diodevr., The 
p r e? f e r r e d v e i- s i o n e m p 1 o y s 11 p i. r-1 f i 1 m t r a n s i. s t o r s a t. e v e i- y 
pixel. So AMLCD's are also often referred to as thin-film 
transistors (TFT) LCDs, although the two terms are not 
strict 1 y e q u i v a 1 e n t:, 
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7he newest di&play type announced cominBrdally is the 
ferroelectric liquid cry;;tal display (FLCD) 
Like other liquid crystal devices ., the FLCD is an atyrai.y 
of light valves. But here the liquid crystal material 
e>!hibits bistability- Thiis means tttat ar* electric field does 
not have to be sustained in order to sustain a pixel state-
The liquid crystal material simply net;ds to be "flipped" to 
ei new formation with a proper charge, with no sustaining 
voltage necessary. The AMLCDs, both in colour and monocrome,, 
B^ris; considered by (ciany to be the wave of the future „ 
CRT displays5-
CRT displays are based on the principle of cathod-ray--
tubes. Though initial cost of these displays is high, a 
large number of characters (Typically S1.2 characters) can be 
displayed simultaneously using one CRT display system. Tl'ie 
cc<st per character goes on decreasing as the number of 
characters displayed on the CRT increases. Due to this , CRT 
displays are commonly employed for large character arrays. 
C R T d i s p 1 a y s a r e v e r y p o p u 1 a r f o r a 1 p h a ri u iii e r i c 
displays, particularly with ;:>::;'^  dot matrix form(7). The >; 
and y deflection signals shown in Fig,2.3 are such that the 
electron beam focused on the screen forms the character 
f o r fn a t ( f o r • o ri e c h a r a c t e r ) . 
The y •- signal is repetitive, with a period Ty and the 
>:-signal has a period Tx" 5Ty, Over the period of Ty, >:• 
signal is constant so that seven dots of one column are 
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Fig. 2.8: x and y deflection Signals to generate a single 5x7 dot matrix 
format 
• ' © o o 
5 0 0 o 
AOOo 
^Ooo 
iOOO 
1 0 0 0 
8 15 
18 
Oois 
0 0 3 1 
O032 
0 O 3 / 
0020 
0 0 19 
11 '. 
Fig. 2.9(a) A 5x7 dot matrix generated by x and y signals 
u 
traced on the? screen. Then >; •- signal is increased by one 
step, while the Y-signal returns to the original position. 
After the period Tx , both ;•; arid y signals return to their 
original position and repeat the same pattern. Thus the dc<t 
matrix shown in Fig 2.9 a is generated,. 
The character torniat generated as discussed above is 
normally maintained below the intensity level, required for 
visibility on the CRT screen by applying suitable negative 
voltage on the grid of CRT, The dol: required for the display 
of the character are then selectively unblanked by the 
signal available from the output of a code converter through 
an amplifier - z •- amplifier .. Corresponding to 6 bit ASCII -• 
code the co<;;le c;onvef'tei'' gives liigli voltage in the po'i^itions 
corresponding to the dots whicli B,rB to be unblanked for the 
display of the character. As an example consider the 
display of numeral ' 1 ' ,. From Fig,. 2,9 it can be seen that 
dots 3,13,15,16,17,18,19,20,21 and 22 should be unblanked 
for this display. Therefore when the 6-bit input to the 
code converter is 110001 (ASCII code for 1) the output of 
the CCKJB converter after being cc^riverted to serial form is 
as shown in F-'ig, 2.9b. 
Ttiis signal after passing through z-amplifier is 
applied at the grid. Thus the negativity of the grid is 
reduced when the z-sigrtal is high an<!f the intensity of the 
dots over these positions is sufficiently increased to make 
them visible orv the screeri. 
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' . 1 
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^ ti . u . m ;^ s'^ : 
CKavcic.leT Len<»l|-, 
Fig. 2.9(b): Output of the code convertor for display of character'l 
V-wavtfoiir> 
X- wavJeioVTvi 
F i g . 2 . 1 0 : x and y waveforms 
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Multidigit displays: 
On the CRT screen, it is neces&ary that the >; and y 
sign a 1 B nhould be reF)t?ated at a rate greater than 16Hv: ., so 
that the display is flicker free. Assuming a frame 
repetition rate cjf 50H:T; , the clock frequency required for 
displaying a single character is 50;!35 i„e. i750H2„ This 
clock frequency should however, be scaled up for multidigit 
displays (3). If a row consisting of 'n' characters is to be 
cJisplayed, it is rtecessary to provide I lorir.ontal shift to >: 
waveform in (n-l)s steps while the repetitive y-waveform as 
it is. Similarly when a co 1 umri of ' m' charac t e rs iB t:r.J be 
displayed, vertical shift is to be provided to y-v\iaveform in 
(m-.l) steps I, while retaining >;- waveform as it is. Also a 
matrix of characters can be displayed by providing 
horizontal as vjell as vertical shift. 
Raster pattern for CRT displays:-
A 5x7 dot matrix type display cari also be realised 
taking x and y waveforms as shown in Fig., 2.10. 
The osilatators that provide the ramp outputs for 
sweeping the bean's position arB usally free running,, but 
they must be synchronij^ed by external signals to provide the 
raster scan. Low cost CRT monitors (.16) have inputs for 
horiirontal and vertical sync pulses. A third input to the 
monitor, the video input, is amplified by the monitor's 
video amplifier and controls the intensity of the dot 
produced by the electrcin beacd „ Other monitors accept a 
n 
compiQBite video Bignal , which comtaines the horizontal Byiic, 
vertical sync, and video input into a single Biqnal.. 
Circuitry within these monitors seperates the coiiif'Tisi to 
video signal into its components. Patterns are made on the 
CRT screen by turnirtg the beam ON and OF'F during the 
h a r i z o n t a 1 s w e e p -
In microprocessor- system,, the charecter tcj be display 
on the CRT Bre stored in 7 bit ASCII code in a reserved 
block of RWM called, the display memory. The display memory 
must corrtain as many words as character positions in the 
display format. There are a number of programmable LE51 CFA'T 
controllers on the market (Intel '3275). This device sets 
screen and charectcsr formats by the pjaramett?rs of commands-
sent to the controller at its initialization. These 
parameters specify the nurnber of charecters per row, tlie 
number of rows per frame, the charecter fnatri;-: size, and 
other attributes of the display. 
CHAPTER-III 
CRT DISPLAY FOR URDU CHARACTERS 
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CHAPTER III 
SECTION I 
Microprocessor controlled CRT display for Urdu characters. 
Different methods for a 1 phariumer ics display (3 il) of 
Arabic and Persian fiave been suggested. Tfiese ai'e tiowever 
limited in their usefulness since they offer either one form 
of each letter or generate ill-shaped letters that create 
confusion for nominally liberate people. Only one form of a 
letter cannot be acceptable for minimum legibility of Urdu 
t'e^t. Further to make the display useful for the masses, the 
shape of ' the character has to be idiproved., This could be 
achieved using dot matri;; VMitli greater number of dots- But 
large number of dots(as high as 144) for LED and LCD 
Displays ,wi 11 increase the compl€?>!ity of the circuits. 
For CF';T display too the grid control signal for such a 
format will be more compl icated (Itaving .144 bi Ls foi- 12>;12 
matri;:) and lierice ineiiiory of larger dimension will have to be 
used . 
It is however' {i/ossible to design a new seqmerrted 
approach especially suitable for Urdu. These display modules 
can be manu-- factured in bulk and brought in use for the 
display of Urdu characters at several places like 
computer periperals, general purpose display boards, hand-
held instruments ^toys etc. 
H 
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T h e p r e s e n t f o r in a t consi<;;;.tB o r 22 cv . t r v i 1 i i l o a r B(?qnients 
a n d e i g h t d o t s . T h e s e 3 0 e l e m e n t s h a v e c o i n p l e t e 
p r o v i s i o n f o r d i s p l a y i n g f u l l c h a r a c t e r s ., h a l f c h a r a c t e r s 
\ n d n u Hi B- r a 1 s . It u s e s a f i iuci i B i ill p I e C i. i"c u i t r y t Yiix s. 
bringing down the cost and conple;;ity of the entire display 
system, 
Description of the proposed format;— 
The format fias 2'2 curved segmerrts , five up[K;;-i dots 
and three lower dots. The 30 element format. has been 
successfully tested for displaying Urdu letters (both full 
and half) and the ten numerals by choosing various elements. 
F-'ig. 3-J shows tlie (jr (J[.:IOS(:.M;:! segment layout,, An eficji't hias 
been made to keep equal length for every element. Table 3.1 
gives different elemrTits used for some characters e.g 
element 17 is used as Toe maqE^Cjora for the generation of 
c h a r a c. t e r s 1 i k e ^
 J ^ J which deriote non l-'erso-Arabic 
•'rakrit consonants. Element 15 is used for med ( ) 
element IS is used for the ctiaracter hei. ^ ) etc- The 
peculiarities of the Urdu script discussed in chapter I are 
kept in consideration wliJ.le generating the characters likes 
( V , 7/ ) i.e. segment Sand 6 are used for the generation of 
the- basic fc3nt( C» n^  ) and out c^f the eight dots present 
in the format BelG?ctive dots are generated as required for 
the • display of some characters. 
0^0^) This font sharing method is not only tt-ie natural way of 
writing Urdu but it also saves the sise of the memory (.4). 
T A n L K : 3 . 1 F.hr.tir.tJrr, USRD FOR nTFFI-RKMT CIIAR/VCTRRS 
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1 — — • 
CIIARACTKRS F.LRMPiNTS ur;i:i) 
TOTAL MUrmi^R OF 
RI.FMFNTn 
nilAIM-; OIVI'ATNF.i 
* fuB CAxtxMs 
1 
• 
^ 
b 
J 
L/ 
J; 
1 Orto^ 2 
5.6.ZlZa 0.7^19 
9,9^l'Al,Z7,Z84Z3 
Q,z,z\A if 
Z. Z\ 4 23 
4. <26 
Z3 
nAk,5M,^^^ 
ik^ 
f^LV-e 
iuyQm 
"teiM. 
tl^A£e 
i{0 
tIgA£ 
i!x 
1 
«• 
^ 
5 
• 
J 
L / ^ 
u^ 
^ 
Hat} C/LaHitfcToti 
• 
- 5 
J 
^^ 
8,% 6, 4 Za 
l9,5,6,Zii,4-Z5 
K5A6 
\Q,M^ 
rou^ 
P'u^e 
My&e 
fAree^ 
ft* 
^ 
V.-0 
HuTmiali, 
y 
V 
^ 
i A 
5. i 3 
19,13 
6, 13 
lo, le 
iijiQ 
vfejt? 
t^iB-
ijuyd-
r 
r 
^ 
(N 
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* ^ > - ^ > • > - ^ - . ^ ^ 
/ / / ^ "i >' ( 
i'^  (J -^ --^ (J ^ ^ c c ^-'' 
I 1 
^ ^5 L^  v^<2 C 
[jcdf cA(iiact^ 
J ) i 
'^ s ! 
J J J ^•. 
I 
. 3 ^ ^*-_9 V r 
( ^ 7 ^ -
S^J,^.JL^ 
V _ J 9 
NumeiaU 
\- ^ C\ < ^^ 
ig. 3.2: Characters and Numerals displayed using 30 - element format 
o 
CO 
38 
^ 
-
(VJ 
O 
<VJ 
00 
*j 
> 
c 
ro 
ro 
lO 
CJ 
CO 
U) 
ra 
- ^ X >- —^ 
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charrtcters ot q roups i. 
cor-isidei- as a f'la 11- :i. e 11. ei-
(^ ^ a^ 
( *.—^WM^ ) joined to the letter nun qhunna ( 
usinq two formatB. THK 
ri 11 m e v a I s q e f i e )•• a t e el u s ;i. r i g t h i 
c h a r- a t: t e r B b a t ii f s J 1 1 a I'l d h a 1 f 
••'or ill a t a r e s h o w n i n i 2.q •:>.. J.' 
Assudiing 'A' as origin fig 3.1 t!ie ;•; and y waveforms 
art:; dfawn clearly c;<n r..\ rii'.Mph pa[M../i' i'(.;jr rrll 'SO i:/1 CMIHMI t. !• •., 
considering the element one by one. Since Urdu is writtsi-n 
from rigtrt to left wfiilc:- trac:inq ttie >: and y waveform Iv-
qu ad rant was chosen, FOR convenience, the ;!•- wave form is 
kept line:var and all i.he cur Virilurr:;!-:;. itrvolved x\i I I ic-- shajjo of 
the characters are drawn in y waveform .P»'3-3"5 . 
The waveform for 22 curvilinear segment (ol' almost 
equal duration ) ary:^ sampled at a i'ate of eiqjit saiiiples per 
segments. Since elemeirls 23 to 30 are dot elements,, they are 
therefore sampled at a rate of one sample per element. This 
gi. ves. 1B4 (22;•;8+S ) da ta po;j.n t :;• f C:Ji'• eac h >; and y waves „ These 
data values v-iere recorded in He>;adec ima Is as given in 
Appendi;-; A,. 
The Hexadecimal data values were then stored in EPROM 
from where it can be used for the display of 30-element 
fcr(?iatj >;, and y waveforms as well as characters and 
numerals desired., The me(!;ory space required to store the 
data values is 3&Ei![ ( 22>:8io) >;2:i Bytes. 
TABLE 3.2 
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ADDRESS CHARACTE NUMBER OF ELEMEWT AND 
LOWER BYTE ADDRESS 
*«2F 
**:3 
**39 
**3E 
05 
38 
40 
43 
50 
P2 
03 
38 
08 
AO 
04 
38 
08 
AO 
80 
04 
38 
08 
AO 
**43 
**46 
**4A 
**4E 
**54 
V 
ir 
* 
h' 
02 
08 
AO 
03 
03 
AO 
80 
03 
08 
AO 
F2 
05 
58 
68 
20 
28 
iO 
06 
58 
68 
20 
29 
18 
FO 
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ADDRESS 
ttE5 
**EE^ 
**EF 
**F3 
**F7 
**:FC 
**00 
**02 
**05 
**oa 
**oc 
**io 
CHARAC 
••. 
»^ -* 
J 
~ * 
U 
^ 
\ 
y 
r 
r 
0 
H 
TER NUMBER OF ELEMEN 
LOWER BYTE ADDRE 
05 
83 
20 
23 
F2 
F3 
03 
00 
20 
28 
03 
88 
63 
18 
';:)3 
20 
23 
F3 
F3 
04 
20 
23 
F5 
F6 
03 
40 
93 
AO 
0.1 
02 
20 
6<::> 
02 
90' 
60 
03 
38 
40 
78 
03 
78 
50 
48 
02 
10 
03 
1 ('•ilML') 
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c 
o 
42 
c 
o 
o. 
6 
< 
I 
E 
(U 
+J 
10 
>, 
in 
U 
0 
in 
ui 
dJ 
0 
O 
U 
D. 
O 
U 
O 
•H 
i: 
x: 
4J 
M-l 
O 
E 
III 
M 
0' 
« 
• H 
13 
-V 
U 
0 
u 
•H 
+J 
to 
E 
0) 
x: 
o 
w 
n" 
The nudiber of elenieiii':: used in t^very c:! 1,^ 0'ac tei" ,Atid 
their, lower bytes addreBSE?B cor re 5 ponding to :•; and y data 
values appendix A vjE^ re also recorded and are prog rammed in 
EPRDM. Table 3-2 giveB this recording for Bome characters-
The higher bytes i^ddresses for all elemti'ntvi of >; and y waves 
are constant, therefore they are not presented in the 
Table. 3.2- The lower bytes addresses of all eleinents, both 
for ;•; and y data are kept the B-ame, therefore the lower byte 
address ii^r(i^ showri only orifo In labl':3,2. 
Microprocessor System: 
Fig 3.4 il lustrateB- the block diagram of the 
microprocesB-or system generating and displaying the 
characters and numerals- I he microprocessor is supported by 
an EPRON for" storirig t;lie moiiitor prcjqrain and by ariother 
EPROM for producing ttie drive data needed for displaying 
various characters (both full and half) and nunif?rals in the 
display format. A program/nabl e interface devices (82'!^ a) is 
used for connecting out side world- The >; data is available 
on Port A and the y data on Port B which are latched to 
Latches 7475. A trigger (or srobe) is. applied to all Latches 
through Port C. When strobing occurs the data iB. given to 
two 3-bit DACs one for >: -wave other for y-wave. These 
our puts of DACs are connected to CF';D through amplifiers. 
Display of format / x and y waves :--
The flow chart givc^n in fig 3„5v-,iaB. used to write 
[START) 
^ ^ 
INITIALIZE 
OUTPUT PORT A & B & C 
AND STACK POINT 
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i @ 
INITIALIZE 
MEMORY LOCATIONS 
FDR X < Y ARE 
IN H ?< D 
[NE^TE] 
MAKE DATA 
+Ve AND 
SHIFT THE 
ORIGIN 
OUT TO 
PORT A 
BET Y 
MAKE THE 
DATA +Ve 
OUT TO 
PORT B 
PORT C = 01 
(S®® 
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To®® ^ ^ NO 
YES 
> t-_ 
DEC ME 
r 
S 
' 
PORT C = Ol 
^( 
OUT A AMD 
>/ 
DECREMENT 
- < ^ ^ > • 
^ \ B=0 / 
J YES' K— 
^ 
B 
-^ 
NO 
—^7o ® 
To 
/ 
1 
® 
\ 
\ 
1 
-> i^^M 
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programme in Assembly language to display >: and y v-iavve forms 
and tlie c; har ac. ter f orma t. 
The total number of elements (30^1EH) and starting 
lower byte aiddresses of each element are stored in RAM. The 
Sitarting siddress of RAM wJiere the data have been stored is 
entered in the programme? and is RUN, When the 0/P from the 
amplifiers (fig 3.4) are connected to x and y plates of 
C.RO,the character foriciat is displayed {fig3.6) When the 
outputs are connected to two inputs y and y of double 
1 2 
beam or dual channel oscilloscope, the ;•; and y waves will be 
d i s p 1 a y e d ( f i g 3. 7 a &. Z . 71 ,;<) . 
A flexibility in the programme may be introduced with 
slight modification in it to display any number of elements 
may be only one. 
Display of characters 
Programming was done to display a single character,many 
characters or words by joining the characters. 
Following fiiarameters are stored in RAM when ctiaracters 
arB to be displayed :~ 
(i) Number of characters 
(ii) Lower byte starting addresses from EF-'RDM (Table 3.2) 
for each character. 
(iii)Higher byte address for each character if necessary. 
However in our case the higher byte address is same for 
all characters this, has bt?en written once only is proqrammt?. 
Now at proper place in programme there is initialization of 
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Fig. 3.6 Character format generated on CRO. 
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F i g . 3.7 (a) & ( b ) : x and y waves g e n e r a t e d on CRO. 
49 
Pig. 3.8 (a) & (b): Full characters generated on CRO. 
50 
w # s^. s-J s^> ^^^ 
Fig, 3.9 Half characters generated on CRO. 
cb ^ r r 1 
Fig. 3.10 Numerals generated on CRO. 
51 
\^-^ J y^' \m'' r^—*»^^At^ ^ 
F i g . 3 .11 Word w r i t t e n on CRO. 
address where froni datas are stored in RAM- Now after 
e>:ec:u>ting the programnie, tlie characters are displayf?d on CRT 
screen. Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b) shoi'js full character displayed 
on CRO. Fig, 3.9 shows half characters and fig. 3..10 shows 
the numerals. 
To display words, one en t res in IsAM number of 
characters in words and starting lower byte addresses (of 
EPRDM, Table 3.2) of each character. Initialise the starting 
RAM address irt programme and e>;ecue it, the words will be 
displayed. The progranime hakes care of joining one character 
with the other- or a space is given between two characters as 
the case may be. Fig. 3,.rt' shows the word displayed on CRD., 
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SECTION II 
An alternate method of representation of 
the 30—element format 
The basic character format of Fig 3.1 can also foe 
generated by applying v. and y waveform to the ;•: and y 
deflection plates of CRT, respectively along with a signal 
applied to the grid for selective unblanking of the 
eleme^nts. 
The X and y deflection waveforms can be generated with 
the help of 5 bit binary counter along witft suitable analog 
ICs as described by Sonde(14). But this method is very 
complicated for 30 segment displays. A simpler metliod is 
described here. The X and Y wave forms gE^^nerated in 
quantised form with the help of EPFAOM and two digital to 
analog converters is as shovjn in F'ig.3.12 
If each segment duration is divided into 8-bit 
duration, there Brf-: 30>:S~-240 bit durations in one cttaracter. 
The peak to peak variations of the wave forms can be divided 
into 64 levels for which dv-bit DACB avG required. The number 
of quantization levels are limited due to the out put bits 
of the available EPROMS. An EPROM with 7-bit input and 1.2-
bit output can be programmed to provide the quantized values 
of X and Y waveform. The 512 byte EPROM with 12 bit out 
put can be used for storing the quantized values of X and Y 
rig. 0.\ 2 X and y waveform generator 
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waves- The programming of the EPRON can be done with a 
proviBion for getting the? X-waveform from first six output 
bite and Y- waveform last si>; output bits in the quanti^'ied 
form, the addressing of the stored quantised values of X and 
Y is retrieved througli a ripple counter. The X and Y 
waveforms in binary form, after digital to analog conversion 
give the X and Y and wavelordis. 
Two ladder type D/A converters can be used. The D/A 
converters are also available in IC form. The two vjaveforms 
are synchronised and applied simultaneously to the X and Y 
deflection plates. The schematic block diagram for the 
generation of waweform is shown in Fig.3.13. The characters 
generated with the help of X and Y waveform in format form, 
i=ir& held below the intensity level required for the 
visibility- This is done by suitably biasing the grid beyond 
cutoff. The element required for the display of a particular 
character are then selectively unblanked with the signal 
available from the code converter. The output of the code 
converter is first amplified and the?n applied to the grid. 
Since the Z~input (grid) of the CRT requires a serial 
input arranged in synchronisrri with the birisic cliaracter for 
selective untalanking of different segments, the output from 
the code convertc^r is converted into a serial form by a 
pi-»rallel to serial converter before giving it to the Z-
amplifie?r. 
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The Code Converter for CRT display 
The code converter can be as shown in Fig.3.14, It can 
tae realized usinq a PROM with 7--bit input and 30-bit output, 
used for driving SO-elements c<f the format. The FROM is 
programmed to give high outputs corresponding to ^ the 
elements required in the display of the alphanumeric 
charac te?r . 
The code converter can be designed using four PF>;DM5 
{128Ma), each with 7-bit input and 8-bit output, connected 
in parallel or single PROM with time sharing method 
described for LED/LCD display. 
In time sharing method the connections for SO-element 
display format is shown in Fig.3.15 All the 30 elements &ri=f 
chosen in a cyclic manner, the clock frequency(f) should be 
such that thG? characters being displayed at a frequency 
f(f/4) are sensed flicker free. If refresh rate? is kept more 
than 50Hz the perceived display will appear flicker-free and 
easy to reauJ. 
Character Generation on CRT screen:-
If a character is to be displayed on CRT screen, it is 
necessary that the X and Y waveforms of Fig.3.3 should be 
repeated at a rate greater than .16 H E , S O that the display 
is free from flickering. If we assume a frame repetition 
rate of 50H2, the clock frequency required for displaying a 
single character is 240;!ff(:)"l;2000 Hz. This clock frequency is 
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scaled up for multidigit displa/B. If a row cotrsiBting of 
'n' characters is to be displayed, it is necessary to 
provide horizontal shift to the X waveform in (n-ij steps 
while maintaining the repetitive Y-waveform as it is 
similarly when a column of m-character is to be displayed 
vertical shift is provided to the Y~waveform in (m-.l.) steps, 
while retaining the X-waveform as it is. 
A matrix of character can be displayed by providing 
horizontal as well as vertical sfiifts as desifed. The row 
and column selectors of Fig,3.13 are used to accomplish this 
ailong with X and Y amplifiers which facilitate the 
summation- AEI. the frame frequency is fi;;ed (50Hr.) in all 
cases the clock frequency depends on the number of 
characters to be displayed- Therefore, for an array of (nxm) 
characters, the clock frequency has to be (ISOOnmjHs. The 
ccirresponding vertical shifting of X and Y waveforms, • is 
usually accomplished by superimposing them on £i staircase 
waveforms- The staircase v-javeform can be generated by using 
flip-flops in conjunction with, binary weighted register 
ne^twork . 
Z—atnplifier Haveforcn for Grid control:-
The characters aria normally maintained below the? 
intensity level, the elements required for the display are 
tI'leri unb 1 anked -
The positive pulses have a potential sufficient enough 
to bias the grid positively thus accelerating the electrons 
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througfi it, where as zi-r^! potf^ntial of the BiQn,:il from code 
converter keeps the grid below cut off and thus it remains 
negatively biased and stops the passage of electrons across 
it. Figure 3.16 shov-^ s the typical untalankinq waveform 
required for three diffE/rent cfiaracters e.g. character 
will be displayed by unblanking the elements 5,6,18,25 and 
26. 
Formation of Words:-
The format can be placed one after the otfier for the 
word formation such that point C (f-ig 3.1) of tfie following 
format falls on point Z of the preceding module. The string 
of format is designed in above manner so that half and full 
characters may be joined in this manner to form i-.iDrd5 of any 
length. One format can be left ini1lumunated to provide 
spacing between two words. The words will look like as shown 
in Fig. (3.17a). The code converter to display four__ 
character_WDrd is as shown in Fig. 3.17b. 
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Designing of the Format Using LED/LCDS 
This diBplay modules can be manufactured for LED and 
LCD displays with curved segments realized as shov-in in Fig 
3.18(a). However these curved segment^;, can be reali:jed more 
simply with the dot-elements ai-ray (say taking 4 dots per 
segment). There are 22 segments and eight dots xn ttio format 
therefore the totsil no of dot element per module vjould have 
been 22>;4+8"-96 ( ! ) . But the format is designed such that many 
dots arfs common between segment. Therefore t!ie total dot 
elements per module come to be 39, with much good character 
shape Tl"ie characters wxli look like as sliowri in fig 3.i3b. 
The LEDs used for some c: tiar ac ter s are showri /in table 3.3. 
The code converter can be realized as s)"iown in Fig.3.i9(^) 
using address expansion of PFsOM 
The divided by four counter gives two outputs A and B 
and a decoder using four AND gates only gives outputs A.B,. 
A. El, A.B and A.B in cyclic manner on the four output lines. 
Ttius the tramsistors T ,, T , T and T are iM (when the 
1 2 3 4 
signal at their base is high) in a cyclic manner- When the 
base of the first transistor (T ) is high first ten LEDs are 
1 
selected, when the base of I is high the ne;;t 10 LEDs are 
selected and so on. All the 39 LEDs are selected in a cyclic 
manner. the clock frequency should be such that the 
characters being displayec at a freguency f'(-=f/4) are 
serised f 1 ic kei'- f ree . 
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T h t w o r d u s i n g t f f e s e f o r m a t B c a n tje d i s p l a y e d 
a s shown i r i F i g . 3 .19( tpHv?re t h e d i s p l a y f o r d i f f e r e n t 
c h a r a c t e r i n t h e w o r d a r e c h o s e n i n a c y c l i c man i i e r and t h e 
c o d e c c j n v e r t e r g i v e n i r > p u l s a c c o r d i n g l y . 
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Table 3.3 — LhDs used for some characters 
Characters LEDs used 
^rr* 5,10,16,21 ,28, 33, 36,39, 3o 
24 , 25 , 26 , 27 , 20 ,14,9,5, 10 ,16,21, 28 ,, 33 ,, 36 , 39 
19,14.9.21 .2*1,34,38,35,32,23,18.12,17,5 %S' 
h 
I 
1 '•;> -r, 4 r." 
15, 5,10,16,21,28, 33, 36, 39^ ^ <^  J^ >7 ^O 
15,9,5,10,16,21,28,ZZ,Zh,39, '8 
CHAPTER-IV 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
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CHAPTER IV 
Discussion and conclusion 
The 30-- element torniat proposed qenerates the Urdu 
letters that resemble their traditional representation more 
faithfully and retains their curvetures. Thus tliey are more 
accurate and even a moderatelly literate reader is not 
confused about their identity. Secondly they reit<^in the 
aesthetic effect of the curvacious Nastaliq style to a 
greater' extent. T!te? pre';ieTi t work has tlierefore Bucceedec;! in 
makiriq ari adVcinc-einent ovi •!•  ttie earlier for'Hiats that 
goi'rierates letters of an artyular' non curved nature which are 
s o m e t i m e s v ti-1' y t;:: or i f u ir; i. n y -
T h e fcji'iiiat w a s (Unsigned ha!;::ical 1 v for- gerieratir^g U r d u 
characters at id numerals, the format is equally useful for the? 
generation of Arabic arid Persiari cdmractes arid numerals,as 
Urdu share almost all the characters of these languiiges. 
Some numerals likes 2L '-^ "t' V in Arabic are different from 
their counter parts in Urdu ( ^ and •<1 ) . However the 
proposed format is designed such that it can display all the 
a 1 p hi B -n u (1) e r i c c It a r" a c t e r o f t! i e s e 11 "i r e e 1 a ri q u a q e s e . g . c a n 
be generated using elemenls 7,,a,9,and21 and V can be 
generated using elemerits 16 and 2. 
Initially the format was developed only for display 
purpose-, but the same format can be used for printing Urdu, 
F'er-sian and Arabic tB>!t with so(ne modification. 
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For the qeneralioii of cliar ac l.e!'s ( ^X* / ^ ^ ' '^^ '— 
two format were UBGCI, This wa'-n. done (liainly tc' qet better 
shapes of these characters. Although the desigriinq has the 
provision of Qeneratiori of ( ^'^. {j ^ etc. by using a 
single format. Character ( C/*' ^ could have been 
Q&nerated t:)y using elemE^iits 5,11,16,and 22 and character 
( C ^ ^ ^ could I'lave been qeiierated b;/ usiiiy 
elements 5,7,11,16 and 22. However,the shape of these 
characters thus obtained are not as similar to the natural 
form as that obtained by using i.wo formats-
Tlie preserit work doev-. not specify liow to obtain the 
marks of punctuation from the format. Howevei' some of them 
can be? generated from it and rest by the addition of few 
elements in the format regarding the shape of characters the 
present format may ^G" improved by adding some more elements. 
The currently iiiost widely used shape of bari can be 
achieved using two more elements. The shape obtained by 
pressent for ma 1;,, though old fasl:ioned is still in populaxr use. 
It was therefore deemed justified to use this format and 
there? by ecDiiOirti::'.e the two elements,, 
The format has a provision foi" writing Hamiia i ^ ) only 
beside a cliaracter. But in original text it is mostly used 
on top <;vf a word. One can obtain this by using one more 
element along with element .5,3 irr the format. 
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one more c:!iaracier is required wluch will improve the looks 
of the character when it is used after a connector letter. 
The software was developecl to di^ i^-play characters and 
wordij in one? line. It can also be used with soine change to 
display many lines as rieedi/d. 
W hi i I e p r o g r a n i m .i r i q t h e n i i c r o p r o c. e s s o r , t hi e o r 11 y c 1..1 n s t r a i n 
was • that the same of the >! datas for every cliaracter 
together with the space provided should not exceed the 
Hexadecimal value FE. tiiererore the words formed by large 
number of characters liad to mal;e the data in 5--bit- It has 
disturbed the shape of the characters by breaking the 
elements. The shape of character may be retained using S/7 
bit data if J. 2 bit DACS are used in place of 8 bit DACS. 
Tl'ie LED display (Fiy-3) is very useful for sign boards-
far advertising purpose the LEDs may be replace^d by neon 
tubes to have more glittering effect. 
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CONCLUSION 
A new format for diBplaying Urdu characterE fias been 
designed and tested succesfully. 
Ttie proposed fDrinat is for CRT as well as lor LED/LCD 
display. 
The 30 -element layout is very ccmpact and includes 
botti full c |-iar ac ters as i/)e 1 1 as 1"ta 1 f , and nuinera 1 . 
The segments have been deseqned taking into account 
the curvatures of the characters in Urdu. 
The display show that the alphah:)et and words arB in 
their popular form. These are clear for" nan-technical and 
tforiiirial ly literate users. 
The for-fiiat may also be used for printing Urdu t.e>!t. 
The format will tae useful not only for Urdu, taut alsc«-
for Persian and Arabic, Thus the application of this work 
is quite wide. 
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TABLE A.l 
X AND Y Data in Hexadecimal 
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: Data values in (Hexadeci.inal ) 
; for 
Element. No. AddresE of EPROM :- -• - ~ — - -- •  
5 X : Y 
**00 
**:03 
OC' 
00 
00 
00 
<I)C) 
C)0 
00 
00 
00 
(I)C) 
00 
(:>4 
06 
oc; 
OA 
14 
IE 
23 
30 
3A 
44 
4E 
5A 
64 
6E 
7£:^  
82 
8A 
94 
**10 
**18 
**20 
04 
OC 
16 
IE 
28 
30 
3A 
44 
4C 
56 
5E 
66 
70 
7A 
82 
a A 
04 
OC 
16 
IE 
28 
30 
3A 
42 
66 
63 
6A 
6 A 
6A 
6A 
64 
64 
6A 
6A 
6A 
6 A 
68 
66 
5E 
SE 
66 
63 
6A 
6 A 
6A 
6A 
6A 
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; Data valueis in (Hexadecimal) 
: for 
Element Mo. Address of EPROM s -• 
: X : Y 
**28 
**30 
4C 
56 
5E 
66 
"/O 
7 A 
32 
e;A 
OA 
12 
IC 
6A 
6A 
6 A 
6A 
68 
66 
5E 
3C 
:;>o 
34 
8. **38 
**40 
10, **48 
11 **50 
2C 
34 
3C 
44 
44 
3A 
-•T.~ 
28 
20 
18 
OE 
06 
04 
OE 
16 
20 
28 
32 
3A 
44 
4E 
^8 
:^ E 
64 
64 
64 
62 
5E 
lA 
24 
2C 
34 
3E 
46 
50 
5A 
34 
Z6 
ZC 
44 
4 A 
4E 
50 
52 
54 
56 
58 
53 
58 
58 
5 A 
5C 
5E 
62 
68 
6E 
76 
7E 
86 
BE 
96 
9E 
A6 
A3 
BO 
B2 
B4 
B6 
B6 
B2 
AC 
Element No Addre&B of EFROM 
Si 
Data values, id (He>;a(:.!ecimfll ) 
for 
y 
12, 1153 
.13 
14, 
16, 
17, 
**60 
**6a 
**70 
**7a 
**80 
43 
48 
48 
49 
48 
48 
43 
43 
48 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
43 
4B 
4.,:i 
3A 
32 
2£^  
2<:> 
1 6 
OC 
04 
04 
OC 
14 
lA 
22 
2A 
3>;) 
3S 
44 
3E 
33 
2C 
26 
20 
18 
ZC 
3C 
3C 
3fa 
2A 
20 
2C 
36 
12 
IE 
23 
3C 
46 
5C 
62 
6C 
74 
7E 
86 
90 
93 
A2 
56 
4E 
4 A 
48 
48 
4A 
4E 
50 
00 
02 ' 
06 
OA 
OE 
14 
IC 
26 
6E 
76 
7C. 
84 
3A 
90 
98 
9E 
3E 
36 
40 
3E 
l.C 
3E 
44 
42 
u 
Data va lues - i n (Hej iadecimal ) 
f o r 
Elenient. No. A d d r e s s of EPRDM n 
X Y 
18, **88 
1^. 
'O, 
24. 
25, 
26. 
27, 
28. 
29 
30. 
**90 
**98 
f^.P,0 
*:*A8 
**F0 
**F1 
**:F2 
**F3 
**F4 
**F5 
**F6 
**F7 
04 
oc; 
12 
lA 
lA 
.12 
OC 
04 
06 
OE 
13 
20 
2A 
32 
: ; : • . ( : : ; 
44 
4 A 
56 
4C 
3E 
32 
24 
16 
04 
06 
C>C 
12 
lA 
24 
2C 
:T4 
3E 
60 
44 
68 
6A 
6A 
6A 
68 
66 
24 
40 
14 
..,.,.., 
50 
32 
50 
40 
50 
4R 
48 
50 
5E 
66 
66 
5E 
5C. 
60 
60 
68 
68 
64 
6A 
76 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
SA 
94 
9e 
A8 
BO 
B2 
B4 
B6 
A 4 
9A 
90 
86 
7 A 
72 
68 
5E 
26 
26 
3 A 
3A 
3 A 
7E 
7E 
